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Abstract Both the weighted and unweighted UniFrac distances have been very successfully employed to assess if two communities differ, but do not give any information
about how two communities differ. We take advantage of recent observations that the
UniFrac metric is equivalent to the so-called earth mover’s distance (also known as
the Kantorovich–Rubinstein metric) to develop an algorithm that not only computes
the UniFrac distance in linear time and space, but also simultaneously finds which
operational taxonomic units are responsible for the observed differences between
samples. This allows the algorithm, called EMDUniFrac, to determine why given
samples are different, not just if they are different, and with no added computational
burden. EMDUniFrac can be utilized on any distribution on a tree, and so is particularly suitable to analyzing both operational taxonomic units derived from amplicon
sequencing, as well as community profiles resulting from classifying whole genome
shotgun metagenomes. The EMDUniFrac source code (written in python) is freely
available at: https://github.com/dkoslicki/EMDUniFrac.
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1 Introduction
An important first step in comparative microbial ecology studies is the assessment of
if and how two communities of microorganisms differ. UniFrac (Lozupone et al. 2007;
Lozupone and Knight 2005; Hamady et al. 2010), in its various implementations, is
a commonly utilized distance metric that quantifies if two communities do indeed
differ. In the field of metagenomics, this phylogentic-aware distance has been used to
effectively cluster many 16S rRNA samples and distinguish between them based on
a given environmental factor (Ley et al. 2006; Frank et al. 2007; Rawls et al. 2006).
However, a recognized disadvantage to the UniFrac distance is that it only quantifies if
two communities differ and gives no indication of how they differ (White et al. 2009).
Typically, to answer the question of how two communities differ, further statistical
or computational methods are employed (White et al. 2009; Schloss and Handelsman
2006; Wooley et al. 2010; Parks and Beiko 2010).
In this article, we demonstrate that in viewing the UniFrac distance as the so-called
Kantorovich–Rubinstein metric (also known as the earth mover’s distance Rubner
et al. 2000), one can obtain exactly how two communities differ and which operational
taxonomic units (OTUs) or taxa are responsible for the observed UniFrac distance.
This equivalence between the UniFrac distance and the earth mover’s distance was
demonstrated recently (Evans and Matsen 2012) and while this equivalence greatly
improved the understanding of the UniFrac distance, the authors of (Evans and Matsen
2012) were primarily concerned with assessing statistical significance of UniFrac
distances and not with detailing how this view can be used to returning differentially
abundant OTUs.
We begin first by detailing how using the earth mover’s distance to compute the
UniFrac distance can identify differentially abundant OTUs. After a brief survey of
other methods for computing the earth mover’s distance, we then introduce a linear
time algorithm, called EMDUniFrac, which computes the UniFrac distance and also
returns the differentially abundant OTUs that contributed to this distance. Finally,
after demonstrating its usefulness on previously published biological data, we prove
the correctness of EMDUniFrac and calculate its time and space complexity.

2 Identifying differentially abundant OTUs
To demonstrate how viewing the UniFrac distance as the earth mover’s distance (EMD)
identifies differentially abundant OTUs, we first need to define the EMD. We focus
here on the weighted (normalized) UniFrac distance, as the unweighted UniFrac can
be obtained by appropriately modifying the underlying distributions utilized.
Given two sample communities and the associated abundances of microorganisms
therein, we can associate to these a phylogenetic tree T and two probability distributions P and Q that represent the fraction of a given sample that appears at each node of
the phylogenetic tree (not necessarily restricted to the leaves). As the phylogenetic tree
T has associated branch lengths, we can find the minimal distance between any two
nodes of the tree. Let D be the matrix of all pairwise distances between nodes in T . We
use the notation (P, Q) to describe the space of all ways in which one community
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Fig. 1 Visualization of computing the UniFrac distance using the earth mover’s distance. The abundances
of the individual samples are pictured in part (a), indexed by the nodes of the tree T which is pictured in part
(b) along with branch lengths. The minimizing flow M ∗ is pictured in part (c) and the colors of the entries of
M ∗ correspond to the colored arrows on the tree. Part (d) contains the computation of EMDUniFrac(P, Q)
with this minimizing flow (color figure online)

can be transformed into the other. The elements M ∈ (P, Q) are referred to as flows
and are matrices indexed by the nodes in the tree T with the stipulation that the row
sums of M are equal to P and the column sums of M are equal to Q. The (i, j)th entry
of such an M indicates that a total abundance of Mi, j has been moved from node i in
the sample P to node j in sample Q. With these conventions, we can define the earth
mover’s distance on this tree, which we refer to herein as EMDUniFrac:
EMDUniFrac(P, Q) = minimize

M∈(P,Q)



Di, j Mi, j .

(2.1)

i, j∈T

Informally, the quantity EMDUniFrac(P, Q) represents the minimum amount of
“work” required to transform the distribution of one sample P into the distribution of
the other sample Q along the phylogenetic tree.
It has been previously shown, using different notation, that EMDUniFrac(P, Q) is
equivalent to the weighted (normalized) UniFrac distance (Evans and Matsen 2012).
Equivalence can be shown for the unweighted UniFrac distance by modifying the
distributions P and Q to be binary vectors on the same original support and redefining
the space of all flows (P, Q). A toy example is given in Fig. 1 that details the
previously defined quantities.
We concentrate on the flow M ∗ that minimizes the right hand side of the expression
in (2.1) and call this the minimizing flow. This matrix represents where the abundance
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of one sample was moved when it was being transformed into the other sample, and this
quantity precisely describes how the two samples differ and which OTUs contributed
∗ = 1 indicates
to the computed UniFrac value. For example, in Fig. 1, the entry M2,1
3
that 1/3rd of the abundance of the first sample was moved from node 2 to node 1. A little
care must be taken, though, as it is not guaranteed that there is one unique minimizing
flow. In all cases, the elements on the diagonal of any minimizing flow can be ignored
(as this only indicates the abundances that were the same between the two samples).
However, we can define a vector indexed by the edges of our phylogenetic tree called
the differential abundance vector, which is the same no matter which minimizing flow
is chosen. Letting E denote the edges of our phylogenetic tree, Te the nodes of the
nodes of T , so that T = Te ∪ Te ,
subtree below an edge e ∈ E and T
e the remaining

we have that DiffAbund(e) = l(e) i∈Te j∈T  Mi, j − M j,i . Normalizing this vector
e
so its sum is 1 leads to the following biological interpretation:
The normalized differential abundance vectors indicate which taxa contributed
to the UniFrac distance and by what percentage.
For typical metagenomics and metatranscriptomic studies, the distributions P and
Q are supported on the leaves of the tree T . In this case, minimizing flows and differential abundance vectors can be defined for all nodes, as well as at any fixed taxonomic
rank simply by summing over the lower taxa. Figure 2 gives such an example at the
phylum level.

3 Application to real data
To demonstrate the utility of EMDUniFrac on real data, we evaluate it on the 16S rRNA
data from a previous study (Willing et al. 2010). This data consists of 454 pyrosequenced fecal samples from a cohort of 40 twin pairs. The RDPII (Maidak et al. 2001)
and BLAST (Altschul et al. 1990) classifications were accessed via QIIME/QIITA
(Caporaso et al. 2010). For simplicity, we focus here on the phylum level, and so
summed these classifications to this level. We selected a subset of the data consisting
of 49 healthy samples and 16 ulcerative colitis samples and used the silva taxonomic
tree (Yilmaz et al. 2013) for the EMDUniFrac computation.
We evaluated the EMDUniFrac algorithm on all 2080 pairs of samples and performed a principle coordinate analysis (PCoA) on the resulting distance matrix
(disregarding the flows for each pair). The result of this is contained in part (A) of Fig.
2. Next, we combined all the healthy samples and combined all the ulcerative colitis
samples and evaluated EMDUniFrac on these two combined samples. The returned
minimizing flow is depicted in part (B) of Fig. 2. The corresponding differential abundance vector is shown in part (C). Even though upon visual inspection, the PCoA
plot in part (A) does not show much distinction between healthy and ulcerative colitis
samples [compare to the similar plot contained in Figure 2 of Willing et al. (2010)], the
differential abundance vector immediately leads to the conclusion that the ulcerative
colitis samples are primarily enriched for Actinobacteria and Proteobacteria, while
being deficient in Bacteroidetes. This is consistent with other studies where the same
trend was observed in irritable bowel disease subjects, but using more intricate analysis
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Fig. 2 Results on the real data. Part (a) is the PCoA plot of the EMDUniFrac distance matrix between all
pairs of samples analyzed. Compare to the similar plot in Figure 2 of Willing et al. (2010). Part (b) contains
a heat map of the unique minimizing flow for the combined healthy and ulcerative colitis samples. This
heat map is scaled logarithmically for visualization purposes. Part (c) depicts the differential abundance
vector between the combined healthy and Ulcerative Colitis samples and indicate which organisms are
differentially abundant in the samples, demonstrating usefulness over the PCoA plot in part (a)

techniques (Frank et al. 2007; Spor et al. 2011; Manichanh et al. 2012), and demonstrates how utilizing the minimizing flow results in more information than simply using
a dimension reduction technique (here PCoA) on the pairwise UniFrac distances.
3.1 Speed comparison to UniFrac
As modern comparative metagenomics studies often perform all pair-wise UniFrac
distance computations for datasets consisting of tens to thousands of samples, it is
important to compute such distances in an efficient manner. We show in Theorem 5.5
below that our Algorithm 1 to compute EMDUniFrac runs in space and time complexity linear in the total support of the input vectors (so less than or equal to the number
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Fig. 3 Speed comparison of
FastUniFrac to EMDUniFrac
(while also returning the
minimizing flow) and
EMDUniFrac (while returning
just the distance). Trees are
generated with random topology
and abundances are random
realizations of an exponential
distribution and are supported on
the leaves

of nodes in the tree). To assess practical performance of Algorithm 1, we compared it
to the fastest previous implementation of UniFrac, called FastUniFrac (Hamady et al.
2010). We randomly generated trees (using the ete2 toolkit Huerta-Cepas et al. 2016)
with the number of leaf nodes ranging from 10 to 90,000. We then randomly produced
pairs of distributions on the leaves using an exponential distribution with scale parameter 1. Importantly, EMDUniFrac can handle distributions with weights on leaf nodes
as well as internal nodes while FastUniFrac only allows distributions with weights
on the leaf nodes. We performed 10 replicates for each number of tree leaves and 10
replicates for each tree topology. Using the same fixed computational resources, we
then ran FastUniFrac, EMDUniFrac in a mode that computes and returns the computed
flow, and EMDUniFrac in a mode that just calculates the distance (and does not return
an optimal flow, returning identical output to FastUniFrac). The average timings (over
each number of tree leaves) are depicted in Fig. 3. These results indicate that in either
mode, EMDUniFrac is more computationally efficient than FastUniFrac, and when
just the resulting distance is desired, EMDUniFrac takes less than half a second to run,
even on trees with 90,000 leaves (noting that our implementation is a non-optimized,
Python implementation).

4 Survey of computational methods for EMD
The EMD has seen much recent application in the field of computer image recognition
(Rubner et al. 2000; Shirdhonkar and Jacobs 2008; Sandler and Lindenbaum 2011;
Xu et al. 2008), and, as such, many tools have been developed to quickly compute
or approximate the EMD between data sets. EMD is a linear programming problem,
and thus traditional solution methods for linear programming problems, such as simplex algorithms, generate solutions. Unfortunately, for arbitrary ground metrics, such
algorithms have super-cubic time complexity (Orlin 1997).
More recent solution methods, developed particularly in the field of computer
image recognition, have more tractable time requirements. Examples such as Pele
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and Werman (2009, 2008) speed solution of the max-flow-min-cost problem over the
underlying network by thresholding the ground distance. That is, all pairwise distance
above some fixed parameter value t are set equal to t. Similarly, E M D − L 1 Ling and
Okada (2006) produces a quadratic time complexity algorithm by restricting to an L 1
ground metric between indexed data sets.
Rather than restrict or threshold the underlying metric, Sinkhorn methods such as
Cuturi (2013), Altschuler et al. (2017) compute a related metric which penalizes the
optimization problem underlying the EMD by the entropy of potential flows. As this
penalty is relaxed, these Sinkhorn distances converge to the EMD (Cuturi 2013). Use
of the Sinkhorn–Knopp algorithm then produces an approximation of the EMD in
near-linear time (Altschuler et al. 2017).
In comparison, the method presented here utilizes the underlying topology of a tree
to speed the computation of the EMD. Using the terminology of Adler et al. (1993),
EMDUniFrac is a greedy algorithm and so by Adler et al. (1993) produces an optimal
solution to the EMD if and only if the entries of a distance matrix are traversed in a
Monge sequence. A Monge sequence for an n × n distance matrix D is a permutation
of the entries of D such that for all i, j, r, s ∈ 1, . . . , n whenever Di, j precedes both
Di,s and Dr, j , then we have that Di, j + Dr,s ≤ Di,s + Dr, j (Adler et al. 1993). It
follows that the construction of an optimal flow presented below follows a Monge
sequence for the distance matrix D.

5 EMDUniFrac algorithm and proof of correctness
In this section, we detail our algorithm to compute EMDUniFrac, prove its correctness,
and assess its computational complexity.
5.1 Definitions and algorithm
We begin with some definitions. Let P and Q be probability distributions on a tree T
with distance matrix Di, j and edge set E. Recall that (P, Q) is the set of all flows
from P to Q in T . By an abuse of notation, we write i ∈ T to denote a vertex of our
tree. For such a vertex i ∈ T we will say i is a source if Pi ≥ Q i and say i is a sink
otherwise. Let Tsour ce and Tsink denote the sets of sources and sinks, respectively.
Next, we select an arbitrary vertex of T and distinguish it as the root ρ of T . The
choice is a convenience of notation. For each i ∈ T let a(i) be the unique neighbor
of i in T which lies on the path from i to ρ in T . Thus the edges of T are determined
by the set of ordered pairs (i, a(i))) for i ∈ T . Let ei denote the edge (i, a(i)). As
T is a tree, each edge e ∈ E is a bridge. Thus its removal partitions the vertices into
two disjoint subsets. We denote the subset containing ρ by Te and the other by Te .
Let l : E → R≥0 define a set of edge weights or lengths on E. For i, j ∈ T , define
π(i, j) to be
the set of edges comprising the unique minimal path from i to j in T and
let Di, j = e∈π(i, j) l(e) be the distance from i to j in T .
The pseudocode for EMDUniFrac is contained in Algorithm 1. Intuitively, the
algorithm begins at the leaves of the tree and “pushes” mass toward the root; satisfying
the sources and sinks for each subtree encountered in the progression. The matrix G
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tracks the mass still needed to be moved to or from each vertex by the algorithm, while
the vector w tracks the length of paths traversed by mass at each step.
To implement EMDUniFrac, we first choose an ordering on the set of vertices of T
such that for i, j ∈ T , i is an element of the path from j to ρ only if i ≥ j. A natural
such ordering is defined by partitioning the vertices of T by the number of edges in
the path to ρ, and then ordering vertices such that increasing indices correspond to
decreasing path lengths to ρ.
We then let G and M be a pair of matrices whose rows and columns are indexed by
the vertices of T with respect to an ordering as above. Let G i,· denote the i-th row of
the matrix G. Initialize both G and M to be the zero matrix. Let w be a vector indexed
by the vertices of T , initialized to be the zero vector. For any vector u, define skel(u)
to be the binary vector of the same dimension as u such for all i, skel(u(i)) = 1 if
u(i) = 0 and skel(u(i)) = 0 otherwise.
Algorithm 1 : EMDUniFrac
Input:
P, Q, ρ, T, E = {i, a(i)} for i ∈ T, l
Initialization:
M, G = 0
EMDUniFrac(P, Q) = 0
DiffAbund = 0
w=0
Iterations:
1: for i = 1, ..., |T | do
2: Mi,i = min(Pi , Q i )
3: G i,i = Pi − Q i
4: for j such that G i, j > 0 do
5:
for k such that G i,k < 0 do
6:
M j,k = min(G i, j , −G i,k )
7:
G i, j = G i, j − M j,k
8:
G i,k = G i,k + M j,k
9:
EMDUniFrac(P, Q) = EMDUniFrac(P, Q) + (w j + wk )M j,k
10:
end for
11: end for
12: G a(i),· = G a(i),· + G i,·

13: DiffAbund((i, a(i))) = l(i, a(i)) t∈T G i,t
14: G i,· = 0
15: w = w + l(i, a(i))skel(G i,· )
16: end for
Output:
M, EMDUniFrac(P, Q) and DiffAbund

5.2 Proof of correctness
We first prove an alternate characterization of the earth movers distance for probability
distributions on a tree T .
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Lemma 5.1 We have that
EMDUniFrac(P, Q) =

 

min

M∈(P,Q)



l(e) Mi, j + M j,i .

e∈E i∈Te j∈Te

Proof Let 1π(i, j) (e) : E → {0, 1} be the indicator function of the path from i to j in
T . That is, 1π(i, j) (e) = 1 if e is an edge in the path from i to j and is 0 otherwise. We
then have that for any flow M ∈ (P, Q)


Di, j Mi, j =

i, j∈T


 
i∈T j∈T

=


l(e)1π(i, j) (e) Mi, j

(5.1)

e∈E



l(e)1π(i, j) (e)Mi, j

(5.2)

e∈E i∈T j∈T

=

  

e∈E

=


e∈E

=

⎛
⎝



l(e)Mi, j +

i∈Te j∈Te

 

e∈E

l(e)1π(i, j) (e)Mi, j

(5.3)

i∈
i∈
Te ∪Te Te ∪Te


i∈Te

⎞
l(e)Mi, j ⎠

(5.4)

j∈Te



l(e) Mi, j + M j,i .

(5.5)

i∈Te j∈Te

The above equalities are justified as follows. To begin, (5.1) follows from the definition of the distance function and the use of the characteristic function of the path
between vertices to expand the summation over all edges of the graph. Next, (5.2)
and (5.3) reorder the summation and express the vertex set in terms of the partitions
defined above by edge deletion. We have that 1π(i, j) (e) = 1 if and only if the vertices
i and j belong to distinct partitions Te and Te , from which (5.4) follows. Finally, in
(5.5) we condense the summation notation by reordering the last sum and grouping
terms. Taking the minimum over all M ∈ (P, Q) yields the earth mover’s distance
on the left hand side, and thus the desired result is obtained.
Next, we prove a lower bound on the summands involved in the above definition
of the earth mover’s distance.
Lemma 5.2 For any flow M ∈ (P.Q) and any e ∈ E we have that

i∈Te j∈Te

l(e)(Mi, j + M j,i ) ≥ l(e)



P(i) − Q(i) .

i∈Te

Further, the differential
vector, indexed by the edges of T and having entries

 abundance
DiffAbunde = l(e) i∈Te j∈T  Mi, j − M j,i is unique, regardless of the minimizing
e
flow M.
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Proof We have that

l(e)



Pi − Q i = l(e)

i∈Te



⎛
⎝

i∈Te

=


i∈Te

=


i∈Te

l(e)
⎛
⎝



Mi, j −

j∈T





⎞
M j,i ⎠

(5.6)

j∈T

Mi, j − M j,i

(5.7)

j∈T



l(e)(Mi, j − M j,i ) +



⎞
l(e)(Mi, j − M j,i )⎠

j∈Te

j∈Te

(5.8)
=



l(e)(Mi, j − M j,i ) +



l(e)(Mi, j − M j,i )

i∈Te j∈Te

i∈Te j∈Te

(5.9)
=



l(e)(Mi, j − M j,i )

(5.10)

l(e)(Mi, j + M j,i ).

(5.11)

i∈Te j∈Te

≤



i∈Te j∈Te

Equations (5.6) and (5.7) above follow from expanding Pi and Q i in terms of
the row and column sums of M. Equations (5.8) and (5.9) reorganize the inner

sums by
way of the partitions Te and Te and then group terms. Next we note that

i∈Te
j∈Te l(e)(Mi, j − M j,i ) = 0, as each term Mi, j occurs precisely twice, once
with each sign, which is reflected in (5.10) above. This line also demonstrates
the

uniqueness of DiffAbunde , as the quantity is here shown to be equal to i∈Te Pi − Q i ,
which depends on the distributions P and Q. Finally, we apply the triangle inequality
to yield our result.
What follows is a brief technical lemma used to prove that the matrix M produced
by EMDUniFrac is indeed a flow.
Lemma 5.3 Let m ∈ T be arbitrary. Then for all n ∈ T such that n is a vertex along
the path from m to ρ, when i = n in the loop beginning at line 1 of Algorithm (1) we
have that one of the following hold:
If m is a source, then at the beginning of line 4 of Algorithm (1) we have that
Pm = G n,m +
Qm =


k∈ T
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Alternately, if m is a sink, then at the beginning of line 4 of Algorithm (1) we have
that

Mm,k
Pm =
k∈T

Q m = −G n,m +



Mk,m .

k∈T

Proof This follows by induction. Suppose m is a source and let i = m in the loop
at line 1 of Algorithm 1. Then min(Pm , Q m ) = Q m and hence, by construction,
Mm,m = Q m , G m,m = Pm − Q m . Further, before beginning the loop at line 4 of
Algorithm 1, every other entry of the m-th row of M and G are zero. This is because
the elements of these rows are first potentially assigned non-zero values for i = m in
the midst of lines 6, 7 or 8. Thus at the beginning of line 4 of Algorithm 1, we have
Pm = G m,m +
Qm =





Mm,k ,

k∈T

Mk,m .

k∈T

Thus the claim holds for i = m.
Now suppose inductively that the above equalities holds when i = j for some
vertex j ≥ m on the path from m to ρ in T . We shall show the equalities holds for
i = a( j). As Algorithm 1 proceeds in the loop at line 1 to the vertex for i = a( j), we
have that G a( j),m ≥ 0 and thus
 by line 5 of Algorithm 1, the mth column of M is left
unchanged. Hence the sum k∈T Mk,m remains unchanged.
Additionally,
 any change to G a( j),m during the loop at line 5 is compensated by a
change to k∈T Mm,k , thus
G a( j),m +



Mm,k = G j,m +

k∈T



Mm,k = Pm .

k∈T

Thus, inductively, the claims holds for all vertices along the path from m to ρ in T
and m a source. Symmetric reasoning holds for the case of m a sink.
We now prove our main result.
Theorem 5.4 The EMDUniFrac algorithm in Algorithm 1 produces the earth mover’s
distance E M DU ni Frac(P, Q) and a corresponding minimizing flow M.
Proof We first show that M is indeed a flow. Upon the algorithm reaching the root ρ,
that is when i = |T | in line 4 of Algorithm 1, we have traversed every vertex of T , so
that
0=1−1

Pk − Q k
=

(5.12)
(5.13)

k∈T
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=

k∈Tsour ce



=

k∈Tsour ce

+





G ρ,k +



=




l∈T

Mk,l −




(5.14)

Ml,k −


k∈T l∈T


Ml,k

l∈T

Mk,l − −G ρ,k +

l∈T

k∈T l∈T

Pk − Q k

k∈Tsink



k∈Tsink

=



Pk − Q k +




Ml,k

l∈T



Mk,l +

G ρ,k +

k∈Tsour ce

G ρ,k .

(5.15)


G ρ,k

(5.16)

k∈Tsour ce

(5.17)

k∈T

The above equalities are justified as follows. In (5.15) we expand the terms Pk and
Q k in terms of the matrices G and M, as shown in Lemma 3, since ρ is an element of
the path from any vertex to ρ. We then group terms in (5.16) and (5.17) by repeatedly
using that Tsour ce ∪ Tsink = T , before canceling the symmetric summations of the
elements of M.
It then follows that the sum of the positive elements of G ρ,· is equal to the sum of
the negative elements of G ρ,· , and thus, by construction of the loops at lines 4 and 5
of Algorithm 1, the algorithm must
G ρ,· identically zero. As we still
 terminate with 
have that for each i ∈ T , Pi = k∈T M j,k , Q i = k∈T Mk, j , up to the addition or
subtraction of G ρ,i = 0, M must be a flow.
Now we show that M minimizes the sum defining
the earth mover’s distance.

By Lemmas 1 and 2, it suffices to show that i∈Te j∈Te l(e)(Mi, j + M j,i ) =

| i∈Te Pi − Q i | for all e ∈ E. Given the ordering of the vertices chosen for the
algorithm above, let n ∈ T − {ρ} be arbitrary. To begin, we make some observations
regarding the structure of the matrix G and its relationship to M in the algorithm. Note,
that by construction, at the termination of the loop at line 4 of Algorithm 1 for i = n,
the entries of G n,· all have the same sign, as the the loops at lines 4 and 5 have the
effect of pairwise choosing elements of opposite signs and using one to eliminate the
other. This process terminates when elements of one or the other sign are exhausted.
Second, note that for k ∈ Ten and m > n, either G m,k = 0 or has the same sign as
G n,k , as any change to the entries of G ·,k is made to move the value toward zero by a
quantity bounded by the magnitude of the entry. This again follows from examination
of the inner most loop of the algorithm, as well as the evolution of rows of G. Finally,
note that across all i ∈ Ten , j ∈ Ten either M j,i = 0 or M j,i = 0. This follows since
Mi, j , respectively M j,i , is only assigned a non-zero value in the case of G m,i > 0,
respectively G m,i < 0. By the above observation regarding the signs of the elements
of G n,· , only one of these conditions holds across i, j.
Now, without loss of generality, assume

i∈Ten
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as the argument for the alternate case is analogous. We then have that


Pi − Q i =

i∈Ten



Pi − Q i

(5.18)

i∈Ten

=

 

Mi, j − M j,i

(5.19)

i∈Ten j∈T

=

 

Mi, j − M j,i

(5.20)

Mi, j + M j,i .

(5.21)

i∈Ten j∈Ten

=

 

i∈Ten j∈Ten

The change of sign in moving from (5.20) to (5.21) follows from the above observation
that at least one of Mi, j or M j,i must be identically zero, and that the sum must be
non-negative. Hence − M j,i = 0 = M j,i . Scaling the above equality by l(en ) yields

i∈Ten

Pi − Q i =

 

Mi, j + M j,i .

i∈Ten j∈Ten

Having achieved the lower bound established in Lemma 2, we must have that the flow
M is a minimizer for the sum defining EMDUniFrac(P, Q).
Theorem 5.5 Let |supp P|, |supp Q| denote the number of elements in the support
of the probability distributions P and Q, respectively. Let s = |supp P| + |supp Q|.
Then the EMDUniFrac algorithm has time and space complexity O(s).
Proof We first consider the time complexity of EMDUniFrac. Note that each iteration
of the loop at line 5 of Algorithm 1 has the effect of satisfying a source i or sink
j, that is, establishing the appropriate row sum i or column sum j of the matrix M.
Further, the loop at line 5 only visits a pair of vertices (i, j) in the
case that both
source i 
and sink j have not been satisfied, that is, that both P(i) = k∈T Mi,k and
Q(i) = k∈T Mk,i . As there are s such row or column sums to satisfy, the loop at
line 5 is evaluated at most s times. Hence the time complexity of the algorithm is, in
total, linear in s.
Now we examine the space requirements of EMDUniFrac. By the above, the matrix
M is sparse. That is, there are most s evaluations of the loop at line 5 of Algorithm 1
and thus, including the assignment of values to M at line 2 of the algorithm, at most 2s
non-zero entries in M. Additionally, line 3 of the algorithm assigns a non-zero entry
to G at most n times, while line 12 has the effect of passing non-zero entries of G from
one row to another prior to being removed in line 13. Thus the number of non-zero
entries of G is bounded by s. Finally, the vector w in Algorithm 1 is one dimensional,
having at most s non-zero entries. Hence the total space requirements of the algorithm
are also linear in s.
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6 Conclusion
This paper implements the ideas of Evans and Matsen (2012) to capitalize on the
characterization of the UniFrac distance as the earth mover’s distance on weighted
phylogenetic trees. The EMDUniFrac algorithm developed, and proved correct, allows
for extremely rapid computation of weighted and unweighted UniFrac distances
between biological communities. In particular, computations times are much faster
than FastUniFrac when producing identical outputs, as seen in Fig. 3. These very
rapid computation times and the minimal storage requirements, both linear in the
number of taxa present, allow for all pairwise comparisons in large-scale studies. An
example of this sort of implementation is seen in Fig. 2.
In addition to the UniFrac distance, EMDUniFrac is capable of producing both
a minimizing flow and a differential abundance vector. The minimizing flow and
differential abundance vector can be viewed as partitions of the numeric UniFrac
distance, partitions which describe how operational taxonomic units present in biological communities contribute to their measured dissimilarity. The results shown in
Fig. 2 demonstrate an application in which the raw UniFrac value has less apparent
discerning power than achieved by an analysis of the differential abundance vector.
Finally, EMDUniFrac algorithm is capable of computing the UniFrac distance for
any weighted tree, not merely those trees weighted at their leaves. This allows for the
comparison of whole genome shotgun metagenomes, an application in which weights
are assigned at various levels of phylogenetic specificity. This is a capability apparently lacking in FastUniFrac, which combined with the ability to produce differential
abundance vectors gives EMDUniFrac broader utility than current computational tools
for measuring UniFrac distances.
TThe EMDUniFrac algorithm itself is an extension of the ideas presented by Mangul
and Koslicki (2016) wherein De Bruijn graphs were considered. Both leverage the earth
mover’s distance to compute biologically relevant metrics on graphs. In EMDUniFrac,
the topological benefits of a tree are exploited to speed computation in ways which
are not possible under the more complicated topology of a De Bruijn graph.
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